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Practice Self-Value for 28 Days
There are literally hundreds of FREE exercises and examples you can find to support
yourself, your family, friends, loved ones.
The recurring theme for all of them is putting yourself first. Your thoughts on You, your
actions towards You, forgiving You when things don’t always go the way as planned.
When we operate from a foundation of knowing with absolute Clarity, Certainty,
Conviction, Congruency (to values, beliefs), Commitment and Courage; we position
ourselves better to manage setbacks, opposition, fears and uncertainties.
.
Right now we are living in a place of uncertainty; income, longevity, outcome

Take a moment to consider the following questions, this will give you a good idea how
long it has been since your practiced Self Love.

1. When did you last suppress an emotional response to a situation?
It could have been happiness, anger, regret, embarrassment, fear, excitement etc.
We all need to listen to our emotions, sit with them and recognise them for what they are.
This doesn’t mean we let them take over our lives, but consciously understand how we
are responding to a situation or action we have taken or that someone else has taken.
2. When did you last just ACCEPT yourself for who you are and embrace all that is YOU?
We are all imperfectly perfect. Acceptance is the single most powerful action we can take
towards individual positive growth.
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3. When did you last FORGIVE yourself?
As we say, there is no such thing as failure ONLY feedback. Through our many mistakes
in life we constantly Learn, Apply and Improve.
4. When were you last GENTLE with yourself?
Exercising self care in body and mind and treating yourself as though you are the most
precious individual is one of the greatest vulnerable gifts you can share with yourself.
This could be a long hot bath with your favourite oils, or simply allowing yourself 10 mins
to just BE.
5. When was the last time, you embraced an unexpected situation or spontaneous event
that potentially didn’t turn out the way you would have liked?
Having the ability to KNOW that life is full of surprises and twists and turns that you had
no idea could happen or would happen. To recognise that life isn’t all about Ups, there are
naturally Downs. To accept that life is and has to be about ALL aspects of the spectrum.
Where one door closes another opens.
6. When did you last ALLOW yourself time and space to contemplate another person’s
point of view as if it were your own and respond from a place of LOVE?
Recognising that individuals the majority of the time are coming from a place of good
intent, allows us to consider how we may CHOOSE to respond with our words or actions.
7. When did you last tell yourself it’ ok?
The words we use in our thoughts are often our most critical self assessment. Changing
those thoughts takes time and practice. NOTICE yourself and reframe those negative
thoughts into positive self-talk.
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8. When did you last NURTURE and support your body?
Our bodies are our vehicle carrying us through life. How you treat your body reflects how
you LOVE yourself. If your body was a newborn, what nutrients would you need to survive
and thrive. What exercises would you need to help your body stay strong and supple.
Consider introducing one small activity into your own health and exercise routine each
week. This could be as simple as upping your intake of fresh vegetables.
9. When was the last time you really laughed and PLAYED?
Acting silly and like a child and ALLOWING yourself to experience pure joy from not
taking yourself too seriously all supports you supporting YOU.
Finally, and this one can be tough.
10. When was the last time you told yourself OUT LOUD in front of a mirror, looking deep
into your own eyes. I LOVE YOU
This is possibly the simplest, and possibly the hardest exercise in SELF LOVE. Looking
into your own soul and showering yourself with words of the deepest emotion, can feel
selfish and even arrogant.
Trust that this will start to feel more natural the more you do it. And NOTICE, the changes
in you forgiving, ALLOWING, treating yourself with respect and LOVE.
We only come through this as a community not as individuals finding their own way.
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